
GUTMASTER
FLEX S 
Flexible gutting machine  
for multiple fish species

•  Princess cut processing

•  Vision quality inspection

•  Adjustable layout and capacity



TECHNICAL DATA:

Capacity:
Depending on machine type

Fish species:
Salmon, trout and similar species

Working range:
Fish between 2.0 and 10.0 kg

Operators: 
1

Supply:
3x400V+N+PE, 16A, 50Hz

Motor:
3x400V, 50Hz, 1,5kW

Water consumption:
Adjustable. PLC-controlled

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

Finish:
Bead blasted

Dimensions:
2500x700x2400 mm (LxWxH)

Weight:
Approx. 1000 kg

Accessories:
• VISIOMASTER
• Automatic induction system
• CIP cleaning system
• Kroma Clean
• Vacuum unit

GUTMASTER FLEX S

GUTMASTER FLEX S is the smallest gutting machine in the new 
series of gutting machines from Kroma. 
Common to all the gutting machines is that they all measure 
and analyse the fish before any cutting of the fish begins. The 
GUTMASTER FLEX series is designed to prepare fish between 2-10 
kg in size without any form of manual adjustment between the 
different sizes.

All machines have been designed so the fish is prepared by using  
a princess cut so only the belly of the fish is cut.
The entire series is characterised by being able to change 
easily from one species of fish to another once the machine is 
programmed with the anatomy of the various species of fish.

Cutting the gullet takes place through the mouth of the fish by 
using a newly developed principle where the size and position 
of the fish is initially identified before the gullet is cut. The 
advantage of cutting the gullet through the mouth is that it is 
possible to cut very close to the gills without damaging the fillets 
in the fish. 
When cutting the gullet, the innards can also be sucked away at 
the same time, which means that many sources of bacteria are 
removed from the fish before the belly is cut up and there is  
direct access to the flesh.

GUTMASTER FLEX can be expanded with a VISIOMASTER system in 
order to perform automatic quality control of the fish. Following 
the quality control, there is an automatic sorting unit which sends 
the fish on to further processing or manual inspection.

The GUTMASTER FLEX series  
can also be extended with an  
automatic feeder so the  
machines can be built into  
an automatic production line.  
Similarly, GUTMASTER FLEX  
can receive any information  
about the individual fish  
from a grader and pass  
this information on to the  
following process machines  
on the line.
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